This new book covers its subject exhaustively in forty-two chapters contributed by thirty-two distinguished authors from many different countries. The editor, hiimself a contributor of note, is to be congratulated on assembling and marshalling such a galaxy of stars within its covers. Each chapter is an independent monograph, expressing the views and techniques of its author, and referring to alternative techniques. Here and there many different techniques are presented without critical evaluation, so that the reader is left to choose for himself which is most appropriate. This may be for some an advantage, while for others it detracts from the value of the book as a whole. The book is well produced and the standard of illustration, though variable, is generally high. The illustrations are numbered only in relation to the chapter in which they occur, so that, for example, Fig 6 appears many times, but always in different guise. Serial numbering throughout the whole book would have been more helpful. Again, the name of the author of each chapter could with advantage have appeared as the left-hand headline, and the subject as the right-hand headline, greatly increasing the value of the book for reference. The index is comprehensive and accurate, and the type clear.
These minor criticisms should not detract from the immense value of this book, which presents in great detail and with clarity every aspect of gynmcological urology in an authoritative way, and will undoubtedly become an important resident on every gynecological bookshelf.
Clinical Medicine: The Modern Approach by A E Clark-Kennedy MA MD FRCP and C W Bartley MA DM MD MRCP ppx+425 25s London: Pitman MedicalPublishing Co Ltd 1960 It is difficult to be sure for whom this book is intended. Parts of it, such as the chapter on The Patient & His Disease, will be of interest to the medical student early in his clinical course and to the student nurse. The chapter on the Dying Patient, which is excellent, will not have much meaning until later in his career. The chapter on Organic Disease is too elementary, one would hope, for a student who has spent two years studying physiology, biochemistry and pharmacology and is written in a style calculated to convince the student that on arrival at the hospital he has been mistakenly admitted to the children's ward. This is an honest attempt to present diseases as the interaction between genetic predisposition, ageand environment in an individual but it fails to discuss these influences at more than a superficial level.
Clinical Bacteriology by E Joan Stokes MB FRCP 2nd ed pp x +309 illustrated 30s London: EdwardArnold (Publishers) Ltd 1960 'Clinical Bacteriology' was written for pathologists and their technicians, for clinicians who wished to know what help to expect from the laboratory, and for those who had to instruct nurses how to collect specimens from patients. The first edition was widely welcomed, and this second edition, five years later, should be as warmly received. Not everyone will agree with all Dr Joan Stokes' recommendations, but in a working manual this is to be expected. Even if other methods are preferred, this book provides an excellent background against which they can be judged.
The Transparency of the Cornea edited by Sir Stewart Duke-Elder and E S Perkins pp xii+268 illustrated 45s Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications Ltd 1960 This symposium on corneal transparency was organized by the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences, and investigators were brought together from widely dispersed parts of the globe so that their specialized knowledge might be pooled, in the hope that fresh ideas would arise therefrom. The result is a fascinating and learned series of papers, all written about some facet of corneal transparency and all from a different angle. Anatomy, physiology, pathology, biochemistry, physics, surgery and histology, and other disciplines are represented, and the discussions as published give an uninhibited touch to the prepared papers. No epochmaking discoveries are recorded, nor would they be expected, but for an up-to-date account of the present understanding of the cornea and how it works, this record has no equal in medical literature. This little book is based upon the study of a large number of necropsies on diabetics. It is written by a pathologist and, although it claims to be a clinical and pathological study, it is predominantly pathological. It would have been better to make this limitation clear in the title. A book,
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